Welcome to an end of term activity. You have learnt loads this term but can you remember
it all?
Near the bottom of this page is a link you will need to follow in order to access an end of
term Quiz, to check that you have been paying attention. You will be going up against
everyone else in year 5/6, who can claim top spot?
For year 6s, you will have seen a similar quiz for maths in week 3.
The first thing you need to do for today’s lesson is spend up to 40 minutes going back over
everything you have learnt this term as some quick revision - the quiz will mainly focus on
Topic, but there may be some English and Maths snuck in there too!

Important Information:
You will need to enter a name—make sure it is not a silly name and is just your first
name followed by your surname intial.



(As the quiz is on a website, if I see anyone who doesn't seem to be from All Souls’, or has an inappropriate
name your score will be deleted and we will think you didn't complete the work).


The quiz has 20 questions, you have up to 1 minute to answer each question.



You will only be able to complete the quiz once and will need to do it all in one go please make sure you have 20 minutes where you can work without interruptions
before you start.



Give it your best—all of the questions have been covered in your lessons this term.

https://kahoot.it/challenge/08489395?challenge-id=4f85c640-1a63-416a-9d0ebd9450950ab3_1612868318918

Once you have completed the quiz, it might be a good idea to check back over the work for
any questions that you struggled with.

If you would like to explore the website further - Kahoot is a great website to search for a
variety of fun, interesting and educational quizzes about almost any topic, you could even
get family members involved. Please be aware of what you have learnt about internet
safety before you go searching - the quizzes could be created by anyone so always ask an
adult for permission first, and speak to an adult if there is anything you are unsure of.

